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Development of this weapon is now complete with the first application
being the Rheinmetall Air Defence, Oerlikon Skyshield 35 single barrel revolver
gun mount which has been developed for air-defence applications. Full details
of this system are given in IHS Jane’s Land Warfare Platforms: Artillery and
Air Defence. The US has purchased one complete Skyshield 35 air-defence
system for trials. The fire-control element is already in service with Spain to
control its upgraded GDF twin 35 mm air-defence weapons.

In March 2007 the now Rheinmetall Air Defence was awarded a contract
from the German Bundesamt für Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung (BWB) for two
Skyshield 35 Advanced Hit Efficient And Destruction (AHEAD) air-defence
systems optimised for the Counter – Rocket, Artillery, Mortar (C-RAM) role.

Under the terms of this contract Oerlikon Contraves completed
development of their C-RAM version ready for qualification trials that have
now taken place.

The German name for this system is the NachstBereichsSchutz C-RAM
(NBS C-RAM) and this will be part of the Bundeswehr’s new SysFla air-
defence system.

For the C-RAM role, a number of modifications have been carried out
including new software and the development of a new 35 mm AHEAD
projectile optimised to engage much smaller targets which have different
trajectories and speeds from the air threat.

The 35 mm 35/1000 revolver cannon is also installed in the now Rheinmetall
Air Defence Oerlikon Skyranger remote-controlled turret, which for trials
purposes has been installed on a Swiss General Dynamics European Land
Systems – MOWAG Piranha (8 × 8) armoured personnel carrier chassis. This
has been developed as a private venture and was first shown in mid-2004.

The main role of the Skyranger remote-controlled turret is air defence but it
has also been proposed as the Advanced Manoeuvre Support System (AMSS)
to protect ground-based elements against a variety of threats.

The 35 mm 35/1000 revolver cannon is also being proposed for a wide
range of armoured vehicle applications and could, in some applications,
replace the older Oerlikon Contraves 35 mm KD series.

As of mid-2012, there were no known armoured fighting vehicle production
applications for the 35 mm 35/1000 revolver cannon.

description
The 35/1000 cannon fires standard 35 × 228 mm ammunition, including
the new Advanced Hit Efficiency And Destruction (AHEAD) which is now
in production and has been optimised for current and future air-defence
threats.

Typical installations of the new 35/1000 cannon include mounting in pods
carried under aircraft and helicopters and naval and ground mounts; it can
also be used in conjunction with a variety of missile systems.

The Oerlikon 35/1000 revolver cannon is gas operated and has a cyclic rate
of fire of 1,000 rds/min. The actual barrel is identical to the now Rheinmetall
Air Defence Oerlikon KD series and is ballistically identical. Its ignition firing
mechanism along with its linkless feed can handle all current types of full and
subcalibre 35 mm ammunition made worldwide. Rotation of the revolver drum
with four cartridge chambers is imparted by the movement of a gas-operated

slide. At the same time, movement of this slide introduces cartridges into the
revolving chambers.

This 35 mm35/1000 revolver cannon has a remote and automatic recocking
device and the traditional and well-proven 35 mm barrel has 24 right hand
rifling grooves with progressive twist.

This company is also offering the 35/1000 for installation in other
manufacturers’ systems. In addition to the high rate of fire and low dispersion,
the company also claims that the weapon is easy to maintain due to its low
number of parts.

The 35/1000 revolver gun is also referred to as the KDG35/1000 cannon
and in mid-2012 had been produced for at least three customers.

The AHEAD type ammunition is also referred to as Kinetic Energy Time
Function (KETF) and RWM Schweiz has developed three types of this
ammunition in 35 mm caliber for the engagement of different targets:

designation payload Weight of sub-projectiles
PMD062 152 3.3 g
PMD330 407 1.25 g
PMD375 860 0.64 g
The PMD062 is optimised for use

against aircraft and helicopters, the PMD330 against ground targets and the
PMD375 is for use in the Counter Rockets and Mortar (C-RAM) mission.

The actual 35 mm ammunition is manufactured by RWM Schweiz AG which is
part of Rheinmetall Defence.

variants
The 35 mm 35/1000 revolver cannon is also the main armament of the now
Rheinmetall Air Defence, Oerlikon Millennium 35 naval weapon system.
MillenniumMG 01 is already in the US for US Navy qualification in FY06/7 while
the Danish Navy has already purchased three systems with an undisclosed
export customer taking another batch. Lockheed Martin has purchased one
and is leading marketing in the US for the home and some export markets.
The C-RAM version uses the millennium gun module.

specifications
Calibre: 35 mm
ammunition: 35 × 228 mm
Length:
(overall) 4,110 mm
(without drum) 2,766 mm

Width:
(overall) 380 mm

Height:
(overall) 322 mm

Muzzle velocity:
(aHead) 1,050 m/s
(Hei) 1,180 m/s
(apds/T) 1,440 m/s

rate of fire:
(maximum) 1,000 rds/min

Mean maximum pressure: 4,900 bar
Weight:
(complete cannon) 450 kg
(barrel without muzzle brake) 100 kg

Mean recoil force with muzzle
brake:

15 kN

Cannon recoil movement: 20 mm
rifling: progressive right-hand twist,

24 grooves
Cannon voltage (dC): 24 V (±6 V)

ejection velocity of cartridge case: 25 m/s

Oerlikon 35/1000 revolver cannon from the left side and showing muzzle brake
0023423

General arrangement drawing of the Oerlikon 35/1000 revolver cannon
0501696

MOWAG Piranha (8 × 8) fitted with Skyranger turret system
(Rheinmetall Air Defence) 0577381
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status
Production as required. As of mid-2012, there were no production armoured
fighting vehicle applications for the 35 mm 35/1000 revolver cannon.

Contractor
Rheinmetall Air Defence.

...........................................................................................................................

rheinmetall air defence, oerlikon 35 mm
automatic cannon Type Kd series
Type
Automatic Cannon

development
The 35 mm cannon has been produced in several versions, the most important
of which are the Type KDA for anti-aircraft and ground use, the type KDB
primarily for use on the twin anti-aircraft gun type GDF series mountings, the
Type KDC-01 primarily for use as a naval twin mounting, the Type KDC-02,
a part of the NDF-C modification package and also integrated into the now
Rheinmetall Air Defence Oerlikon 35 mm Twin Automatic Anti-aircraft Gun
GDF-003 and GDF-005, and the Type KDE primarily for use with gun turrets
for light armoured vehicles. All these various types differ in details and weights.
Ammunition feed varies according to type but can be linked, belted or from
a hopper.

The 35 mm KDA was installed in the now Krauss-Maffei Wegmann twin
35 mm self-propelled anti-aircraft gun system which was built for Belgium
(55), Germany (420) and the Netherlands (95).

All of these countries have now phased the Gepard twin 35 mm SPAAG out
of service and surplus vehicles have been supplied to Chile and Romania from
German Army stocks.

description
On the 35 mm KDE, ammunition feed is selectable from either the left or
right side and the time required to change from one type of ammunition to
another is less than one second. The company has produced various
ammunition feed systems for use with the KDE cannon, in the form of
either magazines or automatic ammunition feeders incorporated into the
turret.

In the company designation, the K stands for Kanone (Cannon), D stands
for 35 mm calibre and the A, B, C, E, and F stand for Type.

Oerlikon 35 mm KDA dual belt-fed automatic cannon 0501697

Mitsubishi Type 89 MICV armed with an Oerlikon 35 mm KDE cannon
(Kensuke Ebata) 1154262

LORA twin 35 mm self-propelled anti-aircraft gun system (Radwar) 1169160

specifications
Type Kda KdB KdC Kde Kdf
Calibre: 35 mm 35 mm 35 mm 35 mm 35 mm
ammunition: 35 × 288 mm 35 × 288 mm 35 × 288 mm 35 × 288 mm 35 × 288 mm
Length:
(overall) 4,740 mm 5,206 mm 5,206 mm 4,273 mm 4,740 mm
(barrel without muzzle brake) 3,150 mm 3,150 mm 3,150 mm 3,150 mm 3,150 mm

Height:
(overall) 653 mm 479 mm 479 mm n/a 464 mm

Width:
(overall) 356 mm 280 mm 280 mm 424 mm 256 mm

Weight:
(complete) 695 kg 435 kg 435 kg 510 kg 470/495 kg

rate of fire:
(cyclic) 550 rds/min 550 rds/min 550 rds/min 200 rds/min 550 rds/min

Muzzle velocity: 1,175 m/s 1,175 m/s 1,175 m/s 1,175 m/s 1,175 m/s
1,385 m/s 1,385 m/s 1,385 m/s 1,385 m/s 1,385 m/s

Barrel length:
(calibre) 90 90 90 90 90

recoil force: 26.5 kN 15 kN 15 kN 12 kN 25 kN
Maximum recoil length: 55 mm 60 mm 60 mm 170 mm 55 mm

status
In production as required. KDA also installed in the then Marconi Marksman
turret that entered production for Finland late in 1988. Production of the
Marksman is complete and it is no longer being marketed. The KDA 35 mm
cannon has been installed in the Japanese Type 87 twin 35 mm self-propelled
anti-aircraft gun system for the Japanese Ground Self-Defence Force based
on a Type 74 MBT chassis. The type KDE has been installed in the Japanese
Type 89 MICV.

The twin Type KDB is installed in the widely deployed now Rheinmetall
Air Defence Oerlikon GDF series twin 35 mm towed field AA systems. China
manufactures a version of this system for its version of the Oerlikon GDF series
twin 35 mm towed anti-aircraft guns. China has more recently developed a
twin 35 mm self-propelled anti-aircraft gun system on a full-tracked chassis.

In addition to being marketed by NORINCO as the twin 35 mm air defence
system, this is also marketed by Poly Technologies as the PG99 anti-aircraft
gun system.

ChinaNorth IndustriesCorporation (NORINCO) is currentlymarketingacross-
country truck chassis on the rear of which is a twin 35 mm mount developed
from the original locally produced ground based Swiss GDF twin 35 mm system.
This is called the CS/SA1 35 mm truck mounted anti-aircraft gun.
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Status

User Platform Quantity Notes
Australia ASLAV-PC

DSTO R&D facility
59
1

Ten PROTECTORs being purchased in 2004 and a further nine in early 2005.
By February 2007 a total of 59 PROTECTORs had been delivered to the
Australian Army for integration on ASLAV and another single unit to the
DSTO R&D facility. The PROTECTORs in service with Australia are
equipped with laser range-finders and are expected to be upgraded to
M151A2 standard.

Canada BAE Systems RG31
Mine Protected Vehicles

Nearly 100 Ordered in three separate contracts.
With Sagem sight for improved long range observation performance.
Also ordered 307 PROTECTOR DUAL as part of the TAPV programme, which
are to be delivered from 2013 onwards.

Croatia Patria AMV Unknown Ordered in July 2010.
Iveco LMV

Czech Republic Steyr-Daimler-Puch Pandur Unknown –
Eire MOWAG Piranha IIIH 9 Armed with .50 cal (12.7 mm) heavy machine guns.

BAE Systems RG32M

Finland Patria AMV 62 Finnish Army Rapid Reaction Force. Three were delivered in 2005 and the
remainder by mid-2006. Incorporates a new FCU, a stabilisation system,
LRF and SAGEM thermal imager.

France Upgraded Renault VAB (4 × 4) See Notes The total French requirement is understood to be around 600 units which it
will procure between May 2008 and 2016. In November 2011 the French DGA
ordered 80 SLATE kits for Renault VAB 4 x 4 vehicles. SLATE comprises of a
Kongsberg PROTECTOR M151 linked to a 01dB-Metravib PILARw acoustic
gunshot detection system. The resultant vehicle is called VAB TOP, 60 of which
were deployed in Afghanistan from 2009 onwards.

Kuwait Panhard VBL Mk 2
AM General HMMWV

20 Ministry of Interior. These are M151A2 with .50 cal (12.7 mm) heavy machine
guns, smoke dischargers, sensor suites and an audio address system.

Luxembourg KMW Dingo 2 All-Protected
Vehicle.

Approximately 50 –

Netherlands Boxer See Notes Entering service. The Netherlands is expected to procure in excess of 150 units.

Kodiak AEV

Norway BAE Archer SPG 24 Also ordered PROTECTOR NORDIC for installation on 133 existing and 41 new
build CV90 variants (74 IFV, 15 ACV, 16 CEV, 16 Multi-Role, 21 Recce and 4
Training vehicles)

Portugal Steyr-Daimler-Puch Pandur II Unknown –

Sweden BAE Archer SPG 24 The Swedish Army RG32M are equipped for future installation of PROTECTOR.

BAE Systems RG-32/RG-32M Unknown PROTECTOR is likely to be selected as the RWS for the Swedish Army
AMV-360 APC. RWS will be fitted to 79 APC (Patgb360), 16 C2 and 7 Repair
variants.

Also ordered PROTECTOR NORDIC.

Switzerland MOWAG Piranha I 6 × 6
Panzerjager variants

160
Unknown
Unknown

The first deliveries were in October 2007.

MOWAG DURO II, DURO II ABC

MOWAG Piranha IIIC ABC

United Kingdom Thales Bushmasters Not Available –

Supacat HMT400 Unknown

NP Aerospace Mastiff 2
Talisman Protected Eyes

Not Available

United States GDLS Stryker
BAE Systems RG31

Approximately
2,000

Unknown
In service with the US Army (in service on Stryker M1126 Infantry Vehicles,
M1131 Fire Support Vehicles, M1132 Engineer Squad Vehicles and M1135
NBC Reconnaissance vehicles). Most of the PROTECTOR M151 RWS supplied
by this time were unstabilised and Kongsberg were subsequently contracted
to upgrade these units with a stabilisation system, which is referred to as the
M151A2.

control is a single hand controller, but Kongsberg offer both dual hand
controllers and ‘Playstation’ type controllers as alternatives. In its original
configuration PROTECTOR Lite was not stabilised, but by the beginning of
2007 stabilisation was included as standard.

PROTECTOR Medium Calibre RWS (MCRWS)
The PROTECTOR Medium Calibre RWS (MCRWS) is a high performance,
fully stabilised turret system designed to mount 25 to 30 mm cannons.
The turret can also be equipped with a mixture of other non-lethal and
lethal weapons. The system is equipped with independent commander’s
sight system providing a full hunter-killer capability. The system is
lightweight, has a low signature, offers a high level of protection and is
suitable for installation on a variety of wheeled and tracked armoured
vehicles.

PROTECTOR on Airborne Platform
Kongsberg was, at one time, pursuing a potential airborne requirement in the
US. The platform was the V-22 Osprey. In this application the system would
have been suspended upside-down below the aircraft and would probably
have had a high-rate-of-fire weapon that is better suited to an airborne
environment. In the end, an alternative solution to this requirement was
found.

Kongsberg PROTECTOR RWS on a British Army Mastiff 2 Talisman Protected
Eyes (Andy Brend) 1403346
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Specifications
Crew: 1 gunner
Main armament: 30 mm 2A42 cannon
Coaxial armament: 7.62 mm PKT medium machine gun
Smoke dischargers: 6 × 81 mm S903/Type 902V smoke

dischargers
Ammunition (ready rounds): 30 mm, 300 rounds (dual feed 170 +

130 rounds)7.62 mm, 1,800 rounds
Gunner’s sight: Cassidian Optronics PERI Z16 day/

night sight
Traverse: 360°
Elevation: −7 to +60°
Stabilisation: in azimuth and elevation
Combat weight: 1,430 kg
Options: turret can be equipped with alternative

main armaments such as the ATK
Armament Systems MK 44 30/40 mm
automatic cannon. It is also possible
to install alternative coaxial machine
guns and smoke dischargers. Other
options include the provision of ATGM
and AAGM launchers, a thermal sight
and appliqué armour to improve
ballistic protection

Status
Ready for production. Has been installed on BVP-1 (BMP-1) for trial purposes
and also the Steyr-Daimler-Puch Pandur II 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 for demonstration
purposes. The KD-V30 turret has been proposed by Konstrukta-Defence for
the upgrade of the Slovak BVP-2 fleet.

Contractor
Konstrukta-Defence.

...........................................................................................................................

ZTS turret 2A42 – Cobra
Type
One-Man Turret

Development
The turret 2A42 – Cobra was originally designed by Konstrukta-Defence
specifically for upgrading the Slovak BMP-1 fleet. It is also suitable for
upgrading other existing armoured vehicles such as BTR-70, BTR-80 and
OT-64 and it can also be integrated into new build vehicles such as Piranha
8 × 8 and Pandur 8 × 8. Konstrukta-Defence are still responsible for the overall
design of the turret and the manufacture of the electronics. ZTS were the
project leaders and are also responsible for assembly of the turret and the
design of minor modifications. An improved version of Cobra is marketed by
the Slovakian company SMS.

Description
The ZTS turret 2A42 – Cobra is a one-man low-profile turret with externally
mounted main 30 mm 2A42 automatic cannon and coaxial 7.62 mm PKT
medium machine gun. For anti-tank capabilities Cobra has a roof-mounted
PTUR 9P135 launcher for Fagot and Konkurs ATGW. The gunner is provided
with a ZTS modified Meopta BPK-2-42 day and night sight and a control
panel, which enables him to aim the weapons, control the traverse and
elevation, control the stabilisation and to check on individual turret systems.
The gunner is able to engage targets while stationary or on the move and by
day or by night. Traverse and elevation are electrically powered with manual
back-up. The turret has ballistic protection against 14.5 mm weapons across
the frontal arcs and against 7.62 mm weapons on the remainder of the turret.
NBC protection is provided in the form of a glass fibre lining to the turret, over-
pressure system and filtered ventilation.

Variants
Two versions of the turret 2A42 – Cobra exist. The Cobra-S, which is designed
for installation on the BMP-1 and the Cobra-K, which is designed for
installation on the BTR-80. A slightly modified version of the Cobra-K is under
development for Pandur and Piranha.

There are also three levels of stabilisation available on the turret 2A42 –
Cobra. The original version had no stabilisation, the second version had
stabilisation on one axis and the third and current version has stabilisation on
two axes.

Specifications
Crew: 1 gunner
Main armament: 30 mm 2A42 automatic cannon
Rate of fire: 250/min (automatic), 550/min (manual)
Coaxial armament: 7.62 mm PKT medium machine gun
ATGM: 1 × Fagot or Konkurs ATGM
Smoke dischargers: 6 × 81 mm (Type 902V ‘Tucha’)
Ready round: 30 mm, 300 rounds (100 + 200 in dual

feed)7.62 mm, 1,650 rounds
Gunner’s sight: modernised Meopta BPK-2-42 day/night sightTurret 2A42 – Cobra 0552365

Belarus BMP-1 upgraded with ZTS Cobra-S turret (Miroslav Gyurösi) 1190485

ZTS turret 2A42 – Cobra-K mounted on an OT-64 armoured personnel carrier
0578055




